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Leaming Objectives
At the end of this chapter the students will be ableto:

. Understand displacement from its definition and illustration. 1
Understand velocity, average velocity and instantaneous velocity. t >
Understand acceleration, average acceleration and instantaneous acceleration.

S1":>$-°!°"
Understand the significance of area under velocity-time graph. ' 1
Recall and use equations, which represent uniformly accelerated motion in a

l straightllneincluding falling in a uniform gravitational field withoutair resistance. .
Recall Newton’s Laws of-motion. 1 A . W V‘

$°°°"F”

. Describe Nevvton’s second law of motion as rate of change of momentum.-
. . Define impulse as a product of impulsive force and time. _ _ n

Describe law of conservation ofmomentuml." . 1 '
10. Use the law of conservation of momentum in simple applications including elastic

collisions between two bodies in one dimension. ‘ i
_ 11. Describe the force produced due to flow of water.

12. Understand the process of rocket propulsion (simple treatment).
13. Understand projectile motion in a non-resistive medium. 1

v ' .

14-. Derive time of-flight, maximum height and horizontal range of projectile motion.
15. Appreciate the motion of ballistic missiles as projectile motion. I ~

. 1

-e live in a universe of continual motion. In every piece of» matter, the atoms are in a
state of never ending motion. We move around the Earth's surface, while the Earth moves in
its orbit around the Sun. The Sun and the stars, too, are in motion, Everything in the vastness
ofspace is in a state of perpetual motion. ' . .
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_?it_islogical-that~we-shouldgiveeue attentiorHo—the—study

Every physical process involves motion of some sort.
Because of its importance in the physical world around us,

of motion. A 2 ‘ "

We already know that motion and rest are relative. Here, in
this chapter, we shall discuss other related topics in some
more details. ' '

-‘ I ' i . g, - em ,

-Whenever a body moves from-one position to another,
the change in its position is called displacement. The
displacement can be represented as a vector that
describes how far and in what direction the body has been
displaced from its .original position. The tail of the
displacement vector islocated at the position where the
displacement started, and its tip or arrowhead is located at
the final position where the displacement ended. For
example, if a body is moving along a curve as shown in
Fig. 3.1 with A as its initial position and B as its final
position then the displacement d of the body is
represented by AB. Note’ that although the body is moving
along a curve, the displacement is different from the pathi
of motion. ' f
If rt is the position vector of A‘and r2 that of point B then by
head and tail rule it can be seen from thefigure that V

d=|'2-T1
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its magnitude isthe straight line distance between the
initial position and the final position of the body. i

When a body moves along a straight line,_ the. displacement
coincides with the path of motion as shown in Fig. 3.2._(a)

"is-'. ‘:'!A)3“-J: j Y -3,

We have studied in school physics that time rate of change
of displacement is known as velocity. its direction. is along

Jil‘"~‘i’-‘~*.'
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Fig.3.‘l
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the direction of displacement. So if d is the total ' "'°'3'2‘“l
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displacement of the body in time t, then its average velocity
during the interval tis defined as g - , 0

. ( . .
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Average velocity does not tell us about the motion between
A and B. The path may be straight or curved and the

/

motion may be steady or variable. For example if a squash.
ball comes backto its starting point after bouncing off the
wall several times, its total displacement is zero and so
also is its" average velocity. T

_ __ X _ In such cases the motion is described by the
Spieed,ms_": , . ltiiiouun ‘ 1. instantaneous velocity. , ' .

if , Llght,,r'ad"jlp waves, . 1 _
300000000 X-revs,.micr<>wevesi In order to understand the concept of instantaneous

A £10000 ave.s - velocity, 'c'onsider,a body moving) along a path_;ABC in xy
g 7 aroundtl'ie'ga|a>;-y~ plane. At any time t, let the body be at point A F|g_.3.2(b).lts

° 29 600 Earth arvundthe Sun position is given by position vector r1". After a. short time
,-.

3 . .

1000 a'°"“d\i“° g interval Al‘ following the instant t, the body reaches the
1 Q80. SR-71 T r r point B which is described by the position vector T2. The‘ . rssvnflaissénseiet displacement of the body during this short time interval is

- 2 = r - r.» 62 Cotmmegfi(a|( a . ' 2 1
' BU omo 8 H1 X. . . '37 Faicomnadive The notation A (delta) is used to represent a very (small
29 Running cheetah -_ °ha"9e; '

(.‘,1‘;;‘.;,'_’l°"‘*’*"”"' The instantaneous velocity at a point A, can be found by
iP<>rp<>ise swimming making At smaller and smaller. in this case Ad will also
W09 06° . become smaller and point B will approach A. If we continue
Humafi "”!"‘“9_ this process, letting B approach A, thus, allowing At and Ad

F s;"'?‘m‘"9~ to decrease“ but never disappear completely, the ratio
i 9 '1 Ad/At approaches a definite limiting value which is the’

instantaneous 1 velocity. Although At and Ad become
Y ,1 _ extremely small in this process, yet their ratio is not

F’ 0.. -\t\>-l=~'U1c03

A :- 0 necessarily a small quantity. Moreover, while‘ decreasing
B the displacement vector, Ad approaches a limiting direction

s r along the tangent at A. Therefore, f

, X g

. O r .

r Fig.3.2(b) - '"' , _ g
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Using the mathematical language, the definition‘ of
instantaneous velocity vms is expressed as

. g ‘_ V A V) s v..,.,- 5150 M. (3.2)

read as limiting value of Ad/At as At approaches zero.
If the instantaneous velocity does not change, the body is
said to be moving with uniform velocity.

_ i .

If the velocity of-an object changes,it is said to be moving
with an acceleration. _ '2

As velocity is a vector so'any change in velocity may be
due to change in its magnitude or a change in its direction-
or both. - - T - _
Considera body whose velocity vi at any instant t changes to
v2 in further small time interval At. The tvvovelocity vectors v1
and v2 and the change in velocity, v2 — v1 = A v, are
represented in Fig: 3.3. The average acceleration aav during
time interval At is given by _ " 1 F .

‘ 2 ' V -v Av '
‘ - ' _ i » aay= ’ - ~ - - . - ¢ - u

' . 1 .

As a,,, is the difference of two vectors divided by a scalar
At,"a,,, must also be a vector. Its direction is the same as
that of AV. Acceleration of a body at a particular instant is
known as instantaneous acceleration and it is the value
obtained from the average acceleration as Af is made
smaller and smaller till it approaches zero. Mathematically,
it is expressed as _

Instantaneous acceleration =»a §Lim . -41.‘ (3-4)
. , insAt_)p.Af M " .
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If the velocity of a body is increasing, its acceleration is
positive but if the velocity is decreasing the (acceleration is
negative. if the velocity of the body changes by equal amount
in equal intervals of time, the body is said to have uniform
acceleration. For a body moving with uniform acceleration, its
average acceleration is equal to instantaneous acceleration.

— \\ “' 1?" \\‘"“ *' z . ' . ' ’ . -. i . '-= -.~;.~, , _.,' ~\e‘4~1" rt; =* ' “ ‘ i .]?"l'!‘i”'%t*;i‘§"i' in . i i1:» i"
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i‘ 5 Graphs may be used to illustrate the variation of velocity of
an object with time. Such graphs are called velocity-time
graphs. The velocity.time graphs of an objectmaking three
different journeys along a straight road are shown in
figures 3,4 to 3.6. When the velocity of the car is constant,
its velocity-time graph is a horizontal straight line (Fig 3.4).
When the car moves with constant acceleration, the
velocity-time graph is a straight line which rises the same
height for equal intervals of time (Fig 3.5). t

.
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When the car moveswith increasing acceleration, the
velocity-time graph is a curve (Fig 3.6). The point A on the
graph corresponds to time t._ The magnitude of the
instantaneous acceleration at this instant is numerically
equal to the slope of the tangent at the point _A on the
velocity-time graph of the object as shown in Fig 3.6.
The distance moved by an object can also be determined
by using its velocity-time graph. For example, Fig 3.4
shows that the object moves at constant velocity v for time it.
The‘ distance covered: by the object given by Eq. 3.1 is
v x t. This distance. can also be found by calculating the
area under thevelocity-time graph. This area is shown
shaded in Fig 3.4 and is equal to v x t. We now give
another example shown in Fig 3.5. Here the velocity of the
object increases uniformly from 0 to v in time t. The
magnitude of its average velocity is giveneby

i ~ §0+v 1
Vav=i2--=5-V

’ .
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' How thedisplacementofa vertically
L. thrown bail varies with time? .

tymsverlcaldispacernenm

AOU1T5um‘8 O i

2C

A ~ n 2 4 lim9(5)
V9OC
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How the velocity of a vertically
thrown ball varies with time?
Velocity is upwards positive. -»

At the surface of the Earth, in
situations where air friction is
negligible,¢ob]ects fall with the

, same acceleration regardless of
theirweights. "

V ‘n ‘ i ‘ _ ‘ . I t - ‘ 3'1.‘ will

In school physics we have studied some useful equations
for objects moving at constant acceleration.
Suppose an object is moving with uniform acceleration a
along a straight line. if its initial velocity is v,~ and final
velocity after a time interva_l t is vi. Let the distance
covered during this interval be 3 then we have

vi =v,-+at ........ ‘ (3.5)

_ s =:i("";"")><i1 ........ .. (3.6)

8 = v,~t+ g at’ 1 ........ .. (3.1)
, v,=2= v,2+'2a,_s~ _ ........ (3.8)

These equations are useful only for linear motion with
uniform acceleration. When the object moves along a
straight line, the direction of motion does not change. ln
this case all the vectors can be manipulated like scalars. In
such problems, the direction of initial velocity is taken as
positive. A negative sign is assigned to quantities where
direction is opposite‘ to that of initial velocity.
In the absence of air resistance, all objects in free fall near
the surface of the Earth, move towards the Earth with a
uniform acceleration. This acceleration, known as
acceleration due to gravity, is denoted by the letter g and
its average value near the Earth surface is taken as
9.8 ms'2 in the downward direction.
The equations for uniformly accelerated motion can also be
applied to free fall motion of the objects by replacing a by g.

. ., (t i _ ; _ A . . i ‘

Newton's laws are empirical laws, deduced from
experiments. They were clearly stated for the first time by
Sir lsaac Newton, who published them in 1687 in his
famous ‘book called “Principia”. Newton’s laws are adequate
for speeds that are low compared with the speed of light.
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Distance covered = average velocity x time = gv xt

Now we calculate the area under velocity-time graph which
is equal to the area of the triangle shaded in Fig 3.5. Its
value is equal to 1/2 base x height _= 1/2 v x t. T
Considering the above two examples it is‘ a general
conclusion that

‘ ; them: between the velocity-timegraphl A
- and the, ails is numefically to

' ‘ the distance covered by the object. . _ W

Example 3.1: The velocity-time graph of a car moving '
ona straight road is shown in Fig 3.7. Describe the motion
of the car and find the distance covered. Y

Solution: The graph tells us that the car starts from rest, _
and its velocity increases uniformly to‘ 20 ms" in 5 B C
seconds. Its average acceleration is given by 1‘ 20

Al 58 o 5 10 15 20x

-1 ' "V-11

a=—=li=4ms A

h t(s)——>The graph further tells us that the velocity of the car
remains constant from 5”‘ to 15"‘ second and.it then - Fig.3.7
decreases uniformly to zero from 15"‘ to 19"‘ seconds. The A
acceleration of the car during last 4 seconds is T

3: .9_\i=ii'2oms-1=-5n-ls"?
Af 4s

The negative sign indicates that the velocity of the car
decreases during these 4 seconds. '
The distance covered by the car is equal to the area
between the velocity-time graph and the time-axis. Thus Z
Distance travelled = Area of AABF + Area of rectangle BCEF

+ Area of ACDE

=%x20ms“x5s+20ms“x10s+%x20ms"x4s

=50m+200m+40m=290m
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For very fast moving objects, such as atomic particles in an
accelerator, relativistic mechanics developed by Albert
Einstein is applicable. _ _
Yo'u have already studied these laws in your secondary
school Physics. However a summarized review is given
below. . ‘ ,

- 1 , ‘ '

Newton's First Law of Motion ' E _
A body at rest will remain at rest, and a body moving with
uniform velocity will continue to do so, unless acted upon by
some unbalanced externalforce. This is also known as law
of inertia. The ‘property of an object tending to maintain the
state of rest or state of uniform motion is referred to as. the
object's inertia. The more inertia, the stronger is this
tendency in the presence ofaforce. Thus, . r. -A

4

Theframe of reference in which Newton’s first law of motion’
holds, is known as inertial frame of reference. A frame of
reference stationed on Earth is approximately an inertial
frame of reference. s ' ~

Newton’s Second Law of Motion A '
A force applied on'a body produces acceleration in its own
direction. The acceleration produced varies directly with
the applied force and inversely with the mass of the body.
Mathematically, it is expressed as .

l, I - 1 ti‘.-2 r er3, Q21. .‘i€;tY’i_7’ll“§<21@,'~!’|1~'j;"?.1lIE§1'|ir:l;:;t

ti.“ M4“..':*-ad-:;-iifi _"L;.:Y1;m.._=~ his Ia-

Newton‘s Third Law of Motion . _
Action and reaction» are equal and opposite. For example,

' whenever an interaction occurs between two objects, each
object exerts the same force on the other, but in the
opposite direction and for the same length of time. Each
force in action-reaction pair acts only on one of the two
bodies, the action. and reaction forces never act on the
same body. , ' .
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Interesting Information

Throwing a package onto shore from
a boat that was previously at rest
causes the boat to move out-ward
from shore (Newton sthird law)

as I1
1%?

, _ ' _-__»;»,; -' -\'.v.t'!~.~_‘~. .»;e\ __
. . . - ' “ . ~ .. i :i:‘:+“:‘~:"T
We are aware of the fact that moving object possesses a
quality by virtue of which it exerts a force on anything that
tries to stop it. The faster the object is travelling, the harder is
to stop it. Similarly, if two objects move with the same
velocity, then it is more difficult to stop the massive of the two.
This quality of the moving body was called the quantity of
motion of the body, by Newton. This term is now called
linear momentum of the body and is defined by the relation.

~ Linear momentum = p = my i (3.10)
ln this expression v is the velocity of the mass m. Linear
momentum is, therefore, a vector quantity and has the
direction of velocity. ,

The SI unit of momentum _-is kilogram metre - per second
(kg m s"). It can also be expressed as newton second" (N s).
Momentum and Newton’s Second Law of Motion

.Consider a body of mass m moving with an initial velocity v,.

5'-__-an

bulletor
bullet of the same8

Suppose an external foroe F acts upon it for time t after which
velocity becomes v1. The accelerationa produced by this force
is given by

v -v-
, a=.L._'. .

t .

By Newton's second law, the acceleration is given as

- j Fa=_

Equating the two expressions of acceleration, we have

£_Vr"'i
m t

or 1 FXt=mvf -mvr - .... .. (3.11)
where mv, is the initial momentum and mvris the final
‘momentum of the body
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The equation 3.11 shows that change in momentum is
equal to the product of force and the time for which force is
appl' This form of the second law is more general thanred.

'fl"ie“fornT'F"=f 711'a,_5€c2iise"i?c§2\nTa'ésiW“5?efiended'E”
account for changes as the body accelerates when its
mass also changes. For example, as a rocket accelerates,
it loses mass because its fuel is burnt and ejected to
provide greater thrust.

From Eq. 3.11. F = i-my‘gm‘

Thus, second law of motion can also be stated in terms of
momentum as follows _

*1 _,Time rate. of.changef'of momentum . -
1 _ l of a ‘body equals -the applied- force. , T

impulse
Sometimes we wish to apply the concept of momentum to
cases where the applied force is not constant, it acts for very
short time. For example, when a bat hits a cricket ball, the
force certainly varies from instant to instant during the
collision. In such cases, it is more convenient to deal with the
product of force and time (F x t) instead of either quantity
alone. The quantity F X tis called the impulse of the force,
where F can be regarded as the average force that acts
during the time t. -From Eq. 3.11 '

_ . lmpulse=F xt=mvg-mvi ........ .. (3.12)

Example3.2: A11500-~kg_ carhas us velocity reduced from‘
2Q ms?" to 15 ms" in 3.0js-. How'large'was'the’av'erage
ietaiding=foroe?g .- . _ . . . T

\.., - -.

Solution: Using the Eq 3.11 ‘ j ' 3
A A,

* F x 3.0sdd=1500'kg x 15 ms"150t1kg x 20.ms"
w or F =-2500 kg ms-1": -zsoo N1‘ -2.5 RN .1:

- ' . '1‘ - __

(The negative sign indicates that the-force is retarding one.
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Fig. 3.8

Law of Conservation of Momentum
Let us consideran isolated system. It is a system on which

, no external agency exerts any force. For example, the
molecules of a gas enclosed in a glass vessel at constant
temperature constitute an isolated system. The molecules
can collide with one another because of their random
motion but, being enclosed by glass vessel, no external
agency can exert a force on them. _ V

' Consider an isolated system of two smooth hard interacting
balls of masses m1 and mg, moving along the same straight
line, in the same "direction, with velocities vi and v2
respectively. Both the balls collide and after collision, ball of
mass mi moves with velocity v'1 and mg moves with velocity
v'2 in the same direction as shown in Fig 3.8. ;
To find thechange in momentum of mass mi, using Eq 3.11
we have, , '

F'xt=m1vj—m,v1 1. L L

Similariy for the ball of mass mg, we have

' rFxt=m2v§—m2v2

Adding these two expressions, we get - _

(F+ F’)t=(m1vi-m1v1)+(m2v§—m2v2)

Since the action force F is equal and opposite to the
reaction force F', we have F'= - F, so the left hand side of
the equation is zero. Hence,

O=(m1vl -m1v1)+(m2v'2-_m2v2)

In other words, change in momentum of 1st ball + change
in momentum of the 2"“ ball = 0 L

' i ’ " ’]' * 1 >--.~='» ; " V --= "; 3‘ -=4 2' ,-‘ i_»._.. ..,t1—~-**‘-.‘:: ','=_.1¢>-:3, ii._ i - “ 1

Which means that total initial momentum of the system
before collision is equal to the total final momentum of the
system after collision. Consequently, the total change in
momentum of the isolated two ball system is zero.

' For such a group of objects, if one object within the group
experiences a force, there must "exist an equal but
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opposite reaction force on some other object in the same
group. As a result, the change in momentum of the group
of objects as a whole is always zero. This can be .
expressed in the form of law of conservation of momentum
which states that L

. -The total linear‘ momentum of an
, i , isolated system"-lemains constant. .

In applying the conservation law, we must notice that the V
momentum of a body is a vector quantity. (WW1 B

Example 3.32 Two spherical balls of 2.0 kg and 3.0 kg 33?: rm-Q93 (0;
masses are moving towards each other with velocities of 19"»/<@>nt' the Passenger? fret“
6.0 ms“ and 4 ms“ respectively. liVhat must be the velocity of_ °l‘?l'°° °f “My ls
the smaller ball after collision, if the velocity of the bigger
ball is 3.0 ms"? "

Solution: As both the balls are moving towards one
another, so their velocities are" of opposite sign. Let us
suppose that the direction of motion of 2 kg ball is positive and i
that of the 3 kg is negative.
The momentum of the system before collision = m1 v1 + m 2 v2

= 2 kg ‘X e ms" + 3 kg X (4 ms'1)=12 _kgms'1-— 12 kg m s" = 0'
Momentum of the system aftercollision= m1 v'1+m 2 v’;

L =2kgx .\/1+3 kgx (-3)ms"
From the law of conservation of momentum F

Momentum of the system Z_ Momentum of the system V A ‘
before collision. after collision €ad'g§;°[_§";'§ fa 23:32’,

. ' F anycollision to prevent serious injury,
" ~ 0=2kg.\;v'1~9kgms'1

2kg.\-v'1=9kgms" ~
v‘, = 4.5 m s"
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1 After collision
Fig. 3.9
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When two tennis balls collide then,_after collision, they will
rebound with velocities less than the velocities before the
impact. During this process, a portion of K.E is lost, partly
due to friction as the molecules in the ball move past one
another when the balls distort and partly due to its change
into heat and sound energies. ~ .

Under certain special conditions no kinetic energy is lost in
the collision.

'$

1 *=1',i1; .= .'-“_liE’,i:.l','-."”"--‘_‘ ;-,:i,,~l‘ij

For example, when a hard ball is dropped onto a marble
floor, it.rebounds to very nearly the initial height. lt looses
negligible amount of energy in the collision with the floor.
It is to be noted that momentum and total energy are
consent/ed in all- types of collisions. However,,the K.E. is
conserved only in elastic collisions.

Elastic Collision in One Dimension
Consider two smooth, non-rotating balls of masses m, and
mg, moving initially with velocities v1 and v2 respectively, in
the same direction. They collide and after collision, they
move along the same straight line without rotation. Let their
velocities after the collision be v1’ and v5 respectively, as
shown in Fig. 3.9. ‘

We take the positive direction of the velocity and momentum
to the right. By applying the law of conservation of
momentum we have T ~ . ’

. m1v1+m2vz=m1vi+m2v’z T
_ .m1(v, - v1’)=m2(v§- v2). ........ .. (3.14)
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As the collision is elastic,‘ so the K.E is also conserved.
From the conservation of K.E we have _

\ .

¢

1- 1 1 1
C -mi V121’ -1772 V_22= -m1V'12'* —m2 V'22

2 2 2 2

Or " m1(V12— V/12) = mg (l/g2- V22) -

or m1(v1+t'/'1) (V1-'-V'1)=mg(V§+Vgl (vi-v2) (3.15)
Dividing equation 3.15 by 3.14 ' -

i.,,(v_1+_v’1)=(v’g+v2) » ........ .. (3.16)
or (v,-v2)=(v’2-v’,)=-(v;-v5) ,
We note that, before. collision (vi - v Z) is the velocity of
first ball relative to the second ball. Similarly (vi - vg) is the
velocity of the first ball relative, to the second ball after
collision. It means that relative velocities before and after
the collision has the same magnitude but are reversed
after the collision. In other words, the magnitudeof relative
velocity of approach is equal to the magnitude of relative
velocity of separation. -
In equations 3.14 and 3.16, mi, mg, v1 and v2 are known
quantities. We solve these equations to find the values of
v'1 and v’2, which are unknown. The results are

-3 - ' Z .v'1=.—”-'l—i”—'l.v, +. -”-iv, ........ (3.17)
' "1-|+ I712 l ‘V

t3 __av»'2= -L"!-V, + --—--—-V2 . ........ .. . (3.18)m.+m2., imi.+r"=». i F ~
There are some cases
discussed below:

W118" _ m1 = mg

From equations 3.17 and ‘3.18 we find that

of special interest, which are

V'1=V2 '
and V’; = v1 1 as shown in Fig 3.10
(ii) When m1 = m, and v,= 0

In this case the mass mg be at rest, then v 2"= 0 the
equations 3.17 and 3.18 give
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case .(i)
VI V2

Q @
mi ma

Before collision

v§= v, v;= v,
ii ii

ml. _ ma
After collision

Fig. 3.10



case (ii) 1 '
v, v, = 0emt. _ mg

Before collision

. ' v', i= 0 v',= v,
ii? e

'_m1 _ ma

T After collision
_ Fig. 3.11 i -

case(ili)\ " 4
I =0 .

.v1 .' V2.

. "11 mg

Before "collision

. I ' ‘

y1=-y1 y2=0

e  Om.
ma

After collision
- Fig. 3.12

" case (iv)

* _.‘<_sfl so

yzfifl .

1 .

Beforecollislon

\/?=2v,_ .

..m‘l

- After collision ;
- _ Fig‘. a,.1a _ i

1» ,/,1: 1 ,,;="'_%'.=1~_..,,. 1 ~ I . 1
I111-l-[T72 - . . m1+m2 .

When m1 = mg then ball of mass m1 after collision will come
to a stop and mg will take off with the velocity that m1
originally has, as shown in Fig 3.11. Thus when a billiard
ball 'm1, moving on 81 table collides with exactly similar ball
mg attest, the ball m1 stops while mg begins to move with
the same velocity-, with’wh_ich 'm1 was moving initially.

(iii)Wh'e,na:li_9'h.t i>»dii¢.<.>iiiiie;wi*in a massiiie bedy at rest
in this case initial velocity Vg=,0i and mg >> mi. Under these
conditions m1 can be neglected as compared to mg. From
equ.ations~3.1-7 and 3.18 we have _v'1 =_ - vi and v’g = 0
The result is "shown in Fig 3.12. This means that mirwiil
bounce back with thesame velocity while mg will remain
stationary. This fact is made used of by the squash player.

(iv) When -" a massive body‘ collides -with T light
stationary b.od.y ~- _ " 1 A " ' 4' ~

in this case m, >> mg and vg = 0 so mg can be negleded in
equations 3.17 and 3.18. This gives v’, = vi and v’g = 2 vi.
Thusafter the collision, there is practically no change in the
velocity of the massive body, ‘but the lighter one bounces off
in"t_he_ fonivard direction with approximatelyjtwice the velocity
of the incident body, as shown in Fig. 3.13. -5 _ , - 1
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.= l°ii°&x9 ms" =-3 ms"
. - 70g+140g

I l/'2: .l/1 i
n'l=}'l' H12

= -__i2x7o9 x9 ms" = 6ims"
' g 70g+140g

Example 3.5: A 100 g golf ball is moving to the right with
a velocity of 20°ms". It makes a head on collision with an
8' kg steel ball, initially at rest. Compute velocities of the balls
after collision. i , ' - g _

Solution: We knowthat' \

._ , m -m ' ', . A 2mv, = -‘—Z-v, , and T i/g. =‘ —i.‘v,
m1+!Tl2 "~ m1+!n2 .

Hence . -

, Q.’ll( -‘BK - ..v.,=  x20 ms’=- 19.5 ms‘

_ . k ~ ' ~g v’g; i-——-2X019 x20 ms“= 0.5 ms‘
.0.1kg+8kg _ .

/ .

When water from a horizontal pipe strikes awall normally, a ,.
force is exerted on the wall. (Suppose the water strikes the
wall normally with velocity v and comes to rest on striking
the wall, the change in velocity is then 0 4 v = — v. From
second law, the force equals the momentum change per
second of water. if mass m of the water strikes the wall in
time tthen force F on the water is _ '

F = - If-7-7 v = - mass per second x changein velocity (3.19)

From third law of motion, the reaction force exerted by the
water on the wall is equal but opposite ~

Hence, 'F=-(-%7v)={'v .
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if anothercar crashes into back of
yours, the head~rest_,0f the car seat;
can save you from serious neck
injuiy. it helps to accelerate your
head forward with the same rate as
the restofyour body. »

Point to Ponder

In thrill machine. rides at
amusement parks, there nbe an
acceleration of 3g or more. But
without ,head rests, acceleration
like this would not be safe. Think
why not’? F 1
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Fig. 3.14

Thus force can be calculated from the product of mass of
water striking normally per second and change in velocity.
Suppose the water flows out from a pipe at 3 kgs“ and its
velocity changes from 5 ms" to zero on striking the ball, then,

Force = 3 kgs” X (5 ms‘ - 0) = 15kgms'2 = 15 N
Example 3.6: A hose pipe ejects water at a speed of
0.3 ms" through a hole of area 50 cm? lf the water strikes a
wall normally, calculate the force on the wall, assuming the
velocity of the watervnomlal to the wall is zerq after striking.
Solution: j ' " ‘. - 4

Thevolumeofwategrgper e 245013 s =~do’0'15 “ T
lisecond strikingthe.wall:l CD05 X ' ’ mp

Mass per second striking the wall = volume x density T '
* T , =i0.0015m3x1000kg_m'3=1.5kg-it" '

Velocity change of wateronstriking thewall=e0.3ms'1=0 =.o.3ms"
_ F_orce = Momentum change per seco'nd~ .

u .
:> A = 1.5 ~kgs" x 0.3 ms" »= 0.45 kgms'2 = (11.45, N

,-

There are many examples where momentum changes are
produced by explosive forces within an isolated system
For example, when a shell explodes in mid-air, its
fragments fly off in different - directions." The total
momentum of all its fragments equals the initial momentum
of the ‘shell. Suppose a falling bomb explodes into two
pieces as shown in Fig. 3.14. The momenta of the bomb
fragments combine by vector addition equal to the original
momentum of the falling. bomb. _ T

Consider another example of bullet of mass m fired from a
rifle of mass M with a velocity v. Initially, _the total
momentum of the bullet and rifle is zero. From the principle
of conservation of linear momentum, when the bullet is
fired, the totalmomentum of bullet and rifle still remains
zero, since no external force has acted on them. Thus if v’
is the velocity of the rifle then 4
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mv (bullet) + Mv’ .(rifle) = 0

The momentum of the rifle is thus equal and opposite to
that of the bullet. Since mass of rifle is much greater than
the bullet, it follows that the rifle moves back or recoils with
only a fraction of the velocity of the bullet. . -

Rockets move by expelling burning gas through engines at
their rear. The ignited fuel turns to a high pressure gas
which is expelled with extremely high velocity from the
rocket engines (Fig. 3.15). The rocket gains momentum
equal to the momentum ofthe gas expelled from the engine
but in opposite direction. The rocket engines .continue to
expel gases after the rocket has begun moving and hence
rocket continues to gain more and more momentum. So
instead of travelling at steady speed the rocket gets faster
and faster so long;,the engines are operating.
A rocket carries its own fuel in the form of a liquid or solid
hydrogen and oxygen. _lt_can, therefore work at great heights

"Zi2Z§§%'I§"ir°'t2° Z"; ”’fi§"‘¢'“£l“e';° i’°l£§‘;i “’£‘§;l?éiu us v co ~ra y, _yp .
consumes about 1.0000 kgs". of fuel and ejects the burnt
gases at speeds of over"4000 ms". In fact, more than
g0% of the laun.ch masshof a rglcket cfonsists of fuel. only.

ne way to overcome t e pro em 0 mass o ue is to
make the rocket from several rockets linked together. »

When one rocket has done its job, itis discarded leaving
others to carry the space craft further up at ever greaterspeed.
If m is the mass of the gases ejected per second with_ velocity-
v relative to the rocket, the change in momentum per second
of the ejecting gases is mv. This equals the thrust produced
by the engine on the body of the ‘rocket. So, the acceleration
‘a' of the rocket is ' V

re

E '

fuel
I (liquid. hydrogen)

~ liquid
* ‘ oxygen\ :

ll l_ combustion
; 5 * chamber

14 t

’_‘_‘p¢..-Qt.
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Fig. 3.15
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where M is- the mass_of the rocket. When the fuel in the
rocket is burned and ejected, the mass M of rocket
decreases and hence the acceleration increases.-

v 

Uptill now we have been studying the motion of a particle
along a straight line i.e. motion in one dimension. Now we
consider the motion of a ball, when it is thrown horizontally
from certain height. It is observed that the ball travels forward
as well as falls downwards; until it strikes something.
Suppose that the ball leaves the hand of the thrower at point
A (Fig 3.16 a) and that its velocity at that instant is completely
horizontal. Let this velocity be vx. According to Newton's first
law of motion, there will be no acceleration in horizontal
direction, unless a horizontally directed force acts on the ball.
Ignoring the air friction, only force acting on the ball during
flight is the force of gravity. There is no horizontal force acting
on it. So its horizontal velocity will remain unchanged and will
be vx, until the ball hits something. The horizontal motion of
ball is simple. The ball moves with constant horizontal
velocity component. Hence horizontal distance x is given by

l ~ '_ r ‘x=v,~,xt' (3.22)
The vertical motion of the ballis also not complicated. it
will accelerate downward under the force of gravity and
hence a = g. This vertical motion is the same as for a
freely falling body. Since initial vertical velocity is zero,
hence, vertical distance y, using Eq. 3.7, is given by

1 2.=—fY 29

lt is not necessary that an object should be thrown with
some initial velocity in the horizontal direction. A football
kicked off by a player; a ball thrown by a cricketer and a
missile fired from a launching pad, all projected at some
angles with the horizontal, are called projectiles.
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In such cases, the motion of a projectile can be studied
easily by resolving it into horizontal and vertical
components which are -independents of each "other.
Suppose that a projectile is fired in a direction angle 6 with
the horizontal by velocity v,- as shown in Fig. 3.16 (b). Let
components of velocity v,- along the horizontal and vertical
directions be v, cos 6 and v,- sin 9 respectively. The horizontal
acceleration is ax = 0 because we have neglected air
resistance and no other force is acting along this direction
whereas vertical acceleration ay = g. Hence, the horizontal
component v,-X remains constant and at any time t, we have

Vb; = ‘Vi; = . . . . . . . . ..

Now we consider the vertical motion. The initial vertical
component of the velocity is VrSin9 in the upward direction.
Using Eq. 3.5 the vertical component Vfy of the velocity at any
instant t is given by

. Vfy = v,- sin 9- gt ........ .. (3.24)

The magnitude of velocity at any instant is

v= ,/v,§ + 1/,3, ........ .. A (3.25)
The angle <11 which this resultant velocity makes with the
horizontal can be found from

tan 4. = lg (3.26)
ln projectile motion one may wish to determine the height
to which the projectile rises, the time of flight and horizontal
range. These are described below.’

Height of the Projectile r
In order to determine the maximum height the projectile
attains, we use_the equation of motion

6 " 2aS=Vf2—Vi2 ‘

As body moves upward, so a = - g, the initial vertical
velocity vi, = v,- sine and Vfy = 0 because the body comes to
rest after reaching the highest point. Since i
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A X0 Fig.3.16(b)

l
dA photograph of two ballsirelease

simultaneously from a mechanism
that allows one ball to dpgplfifeely
while the other is projected
horizontally. At any time the two
balls are at the same level, i.e., their
vertical displacements are equal.



_ - S=height=h
So - 2 gh = O-v,’sin’6

or" g ......... .. ¢

Time of Flight i .
The time taken by the bodyto cover the distance from the
place of its projection to the place where it hits the ground
at the same level is called the time of flight.
This can be obtained by taking S = h = 0, because the
body goes up and comes back to same level, thus
covering no vertical distance. If the body is projecting with
velocity v making angle 6 with a horizontal, then its vertical
component will be v,sin9. Hence the equation is '

S= v,t+‘/2gt2 -

0'= v,-Sin(:>t—‘/igtz A .

3 _ ~ i=i-_--"Z_"*:““" ........ .. (3.28)

where t is the time of flight of the projectile when it is
projected from the ground as shown in Fig. 3.16 (b).

Range of the Projectile .
Maximum distance which a projectile coversin, __ the
horizontal direction is called the range of the projectile.

To determine the range R of the projectile, we multiply the
horizontal component of the velocity of projection with total
time taken by the body after leaving the point of projection.
Thus _ ,

A R = v ix xt using Eq. 3.28
R: v,- cos9x2_v,- sint)

. Q

R= -‘is;-2sin6 cost) 1
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But, 2 sin 6 cost) = sin2 6, thus the range of the projectile
depends upon the velocity of projection and the angle of

a?-projection. . . _
2 .Therefore, R = V?‘sin 2 e ...... .. (3.29)

For the range R to be maximum, the factor sin29 should
have maximum value which is 1 when 2 B=3 90° or 6= 45° .

Application to Ballistic Missiles - _
A ballistic flight is that in which a projectile is given an initial‘
push and is then -allowed to movejfreely due to inertia and
under the action of gravity. An un-powered and un-guided
missile is called a ballistic missile and the path followed by
it is called ballistic trajectory. 4 .
As discussed before, _a ballistic‘ missile moves in a way that is
the result of the superposition of two independent motions: a
straight line inertial flight in the direction of the launch and a
vertical gravity fall. By law of inertia, an object should sail
straight off in the direction thrown, at constant speed equal to
its initial speed particularly in empty space. But the downward
force of gravity will alter straight path into a curved trajectory.
For short ranges and flat Earth approximation, the trajectory
is parabolic but the dragless ballistic trajectory for spherical
Earth should actually be "elliptical. At high speed and for long
trajectoriesthe air friction is not negligible and some times the
force of air friction is more than gravity. lt affects both
horizontal as well as vertical motions. Therefore, it is
completely unrealistic to neglect the aerodynamic forces.
The shooting of a missile on a selected distant spot is a
major element of warfare. It undergoes complicated
motions due to air friction and wind etc. Consequently the
angle of projection can not be found by the geometry of the
situation at the moment of launching. The actual flights of
missiles are worked out to high degrees of precision and
the result were contained in tabular form. The modified
equation of trajectory is too complicated to be discussed
here. The ballistic missiles are useful only for short ranges.
For long ranges‘ and greater precision, powered and
remote control guided missiles are used.
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Ideal Path

Actual Path

ln the presence of air friction the
trajectory of a high speed projectile
fall shortiof a parabolic path.

.-

Example 3.7:‘) A ball is thrown with a speed of so ms"
in a- direction 30 above the horizon. Determinelthe height
to which it rises, the time of flight and the horizontal range.

Solution: Initially

' ~ vi, = vi cos6= 30 ms“x cos30°'= 25.98 ms"
vi, = vi sin6 = 30 ms"xsin30° = 15 ms"

As the time of flight

1 l‘t=-ggi sin9
g .

in ‘1

So _ 2 _i=--—2"5'“f =3.1s <9.8ms'

Height h = ___"’2s"‘29

so h Z <30 ms“? X (0-5)2
2x9.8 ms"

- h = 11.5 m
' 2

Range R = sin 2 0

S6 R _ (so ms")2 X case _
" 9.8 ms"

80m ‘

Example 3.8: ln example 3.7 calculate themaximum
range and the height reached by the ball if the angles of
projection are (i) 45° (ii) 60°. i

Solution: .
(i) Using the equation for height and range we have

29

" . 7’so h: (30ms X0713)
" . 2x9.8ms' -

h=23m
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instantaneous acceleration is the acceleration at a particular instant of time. it is the
value obtained from the average acceleration as time il1tel"‘»1"8l‘Af is madeismaller
and smaller. approaching zero. » , ' y

\ . '

. Av1 "lii"L>o 2?  l
The slope of vetocity-tirne graph 1 at any instant represents the instantaneous
acceleration at that time. ~ - ' i W A .
The area between velocity-time graph and the time axis is numerically equal to the
distance covered by the object. _ ' .
Freely falling is a body moving under the influenceof gravity alone.
Acceleration due to gravity nearthe Earth surface is 9.8 ms'2 if air friction is ignored.
Equations of uniformly accelerated motion are . ' 1 -

Vfzyi-{-at

N S7-'V,',t+ fgatz i" \(f2 =V,-2 +288

Newton's laws of motion . A A
1*“ Law:'The velocity of an object will be constant if net force on -it is zero.
2"“ Law: An object gains momentum in the direction of applied force, and the rate of

change of momentum is proportionalto the magnitude of the force. ‘
3'“ Law: When two objects interact, they exert equal and opposite force on each

other for the length of time, and_so receive equal and opposite impulses.
The momentum of an object is the product of its mass and velocity. ' ,
The impulse provided by a force is the product of force and time‘ for which it acts. it
equals change in momentum of the object. 1
For any isolated system, the total momentum remains constant. The momentum of
all bodies in a system add upto the same totalmomentum at all time;
Elastic collisions conserve both momentum and kinetic energy. in inelastic collision,
some of the energy is transferred by heating and dissipative forces such as friction,
air resistance and viscosity, soincreasing the intemal energyiof nearby objects.
Projectile motion is the motion of paificle that is thrown with an initial velocity and then
moves under the action of gravity. , .
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3.1

J7 —J Q1 I Q3

What is the difierence between uniform and variable velocity? From the

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

3.7

34;‘.

3.9
3.10

3.11

3.12

3.13

explanation or variable velocity, define acceleration. Give Sly units of velocity and
acceleration.
An object is thrown vertically upward. Discuss the sign of acceleration due to
gravity, relative to velocity; while the object is in air.
Can the velocity of an object reverse the direction when acceleration is constant?
If so, give an example. _ '
Specify the correct statements: '
a. An object can have a constant velocity even its speed is changing.
b. An object can have a constant speed even its velocity is changing.

4

c. An object can have a zero velocity even its acceleration is not zero.
d. An object subjected to a constant acceleration can reverse its velocity.
A man standing on the top of a tower throws a ball straight up with initial
velocity v,- and at the same time throws a second ball straight downward with the
same speed. Which ball will have larger speed when it strikes the ground? Ignore
air friction. ~
Explain the circumstances in which the velocity v and acceleration a of a car are
(l)'Parallel (il)Anti-parallel (iii) Perpendicular to one another
(iv)v is zero but a is not zero (v) a is zero but v is not zero
Motion with constant velocity is a special case of motion with constant acceleration.
ls this statement true? Discuss. ,
Find the change in momentum for an object subjected to a given force for a given
time and state law of motion in terms of momentum. -
Define impulse and show that how it is related to linear momentum?
State the law of conservation of linear mo’m'entum, pointing out the importance of
isolated system. Explain, why under certain conditions, the law is useful even
though the system is not completely isolated? _
Explain the difference between elastic and inelastic collisions. Explain how would
a bouncing ball behave in each case? Give plausible reasons for the factthat K.E
is not conserved in most cases? t
Explain what is‘ meant by projectile motion. Derive expressions for
a. the timeof flight b. the range of projectile.

Show that the range of projectile is maximum when projectile is thrown at an
angle of 45° with the horizontal. _
At what point or points in its path does a projectile have its minimum speed, its
maximum speed? .
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3-14 Each of the following questions is followed by four answers, one of which is
correct answer. Identify that answer. '
i- What is meant by a ballistic trajectory? ~

8- The paths followed by an un-powered and unguided projectile. -
b.- The path followed by the powered and unguided projectile.
6- The path followed by un-powered but guided projectile. A
d- The-path followed by powered and guided. projectile. '

li- What happens when a system of two bodies undergoes an elastic collision?
- 3- The momentum of the system changes.

b- The momentum of the system does not change. A
- The bodies come to rest after collision.

' - The energy conservation law is violated.

\_‘.l:\'.'-°.. *'"§.':1_:l»l$ '

3.1 A helicopter is ascending vertically at the rate of 19.6 ms". When it is
at a height of 156.8 m above the ground, a stone is dropped. How long does the
stone take to reach the ground? .

. ' (Ans: 8.0s)
3-2 Using the following data, draw a velocity,-time graph for a short journey on a

straight road of a motorbike. "

QO

Velocity (ms'1) 0 10 20 20 ' ~20 20 0

Use the graph to calculate

(3) the initial acceleration ’

(b) the final acceleration and
;_(C) the total distancetravelled by the motorc':yclist._ ‘

' [Ans:(8) 0.33 ms‘? ( b) -0 .67m 5-2. (c) 2.7k m]
3.3 A proton moving with speed of 1.0 x 107 ms" passes through a0.020 cm thick

sheet of paper and emerges with a speed. of 2.0 X 10° ms“. Assuming uniform
deceleration, find retardation and time taken to pass through the paper.

' l (Ans:- 2.4x10" ms'2,3.3X10'“ S)
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3.4 Two masses m1 and m2 are initially at rest with a spring compressed between
them. What is the ratio of the magnitude of their velocities after the spring has
been released? A .

—' (Ans; h =
. E » v2 m,

3.5 An amoeba of mass 1.0 X 10'" kg propels itself through water by blowing a jet of
water through a tiny orifice. The amoeba ejects water with a speed. of
1.0x10“ms" and at a rate of 1.0 X1043 kgs". Assume that the water is being
continuously replenished so that the mass of the amoeba remains the same.
a. If there were no force on amoeba other than the reaction force caused by

1 the emerging jet, what would be the acceleration of the amoeba?
- b. If amoeba moves with constantvelocity through water, what is force of

surrounding water (exclusively of jet) on the amoeba? ~ A
i , [Ans:(8) 1.0 x 10* ms'2 (bl 1.0 x 10'"N]

3.6 A boy places a fire cracker of negligible mass in an empty can of 40 g mass. He
plugs the end with a wooden block of mass 200 g. After igniting the firecracker, he
throws the can straight up. It explodes at the top of its path. If the block shoots out
with a speed of 3.0 ms‘, how fast will the can be going? - "

H l (Ans: 15 ms“)
1 l3.7 ’ An elec‘tron(m =9 .1 x 10'” kg) travelling at 2.0 x 107. ms‘ undergoes a head on

- collision with a hydrogen atom (m =1 .67 x 10'” kg) which is initially at rest.
Assuming the collision to be perfectly elastic and a motion to be along a straight
line, find the velocity of hydrogen atom.

' (Ans: 2.2 x 10‘ ms")

3.8 A truck weighing 2500 kg and moving with a velocity of 21 ms‘ collides with
stationary car weighing 1000 kg. The truck and the car move together after the
impact. Calculate their common velocity_ .

- (Ans: 15 ms")

3.9 Two blocks of masses 2.0 kg and 0.50 kg are attached at the two ends of a
' compressed spring. The elastic potential energy stored in the spring is 10 J. Find the

velocities of the blocks if the spring delivers its energy to the blocks when released.
- (Ans: 1.4 ms", -5.6 ms“)

3.10 A foot ball is thrown upward with an angle of 30° with respect to the horizontal.
To*throw a 40 m pass whatmust be the initial speed of the ball?

(Ans: 21 ms")
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3.11

3.12

3.13

3.14

3.15

A ball is thrown horizontally from a height of 10 m with velocity of 21 ms". How
far off it hit the-ground and with what velocity? 1

(Ans:30m,25 ms")

A bomber dropped a bomb at a height of 490 m when its velocity along the
horizontal was 300 kmh"i. ‘
(a) How long was it in air? 1 .
(b) At what distance from the point vertically below the bomber at the instant the

bomb was dropped, did it strike the ground? I (Ans:.|0s,:833 m)

Find the angle of projection of a projectile for which its maximum height and
horizontal range are equal. A (Ans: 76°)
Prove that for angles of projection, which exceed or fall short of 45° by equal
amounts, the ranges are equal. -
A SLBM (submarine launched ballistic missile) is fired from a distance of 3000km.
lf the Earth is considered flat and theangle of launch is 45° with horizontal, find the
velocity with which the missile is fired and the time taken by SLBM to hit the
target. 1

F (Ans: 5 .42_kms‘1,13 min)‘
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